
Nebraska vs. Southern Miss (Sept. 1, 2012)

Nebraska Player Quotes - Postgame

Senior Defensive End Cameron Meredith
On his comfort level
"I was comfortable at times. I felt like a lot of our blitzes have that peel coverage, it’s called, where the end has to take the running 
back. I felt there was a little too much separation at times to where they got a five yard gain or what not, but I was kind of worried 
about the wheel route. That’s why there was separation. But week by week we’ll adjust it, see how close we’ll play to the guy or 
what not."

On how he likes the position
"Yeah, I think it’s fun. As a defensive end, you get to cover a back and kind of do something different than you always do, so I like 
it."

On the defense
"I felt like we could have done a lot better. The positive side to that is we ran a lot of different stuff. We had some missed 
assignments here and there, but I think we got a lot of good stuff on film to learn from. I think that was part of JP’s (John Papuchis') 
deal. I think he wanted to throw a lot at them. I think he wanted to see how we would do with all those calls and different looks. I 
think we handled it well. I feel like Southern Miss did a good job of adjusting to that and odd-balling out and whatnot."

On how Southern Miss played
"All their coaches are new coaches. We really didn't know what to prepare for. We were watching three different films during the 
whole week, so we really did not know what they were going to throw at us. We prepared every type of defense, every type of 
offense we were going to see. I felt like we were prepared and I felt like we did a lot of stuff today that we can learn from."

On UCLA
"I have over 200 people going to the game. I have players, friends, coaches, teachers, family, all of that. It’s going to be a fun 
homecoming game, almost. It’s my senior year, plus I know a couple of guys on the UCLA team, so it’s going to be a good time."

Senior Linebacker Will Compton
On his first sack
"It was kind of my first one. I missed a few last year. It felt good to get that out of my system. I was excited about it."

On defense
“We do have to get better at tackling. Overall I think we did a pretty good job. We were aggressive as far as calls. We threw in a 
lot of stuff and I thought that was a good thing, especially with the new faces out there on defense. They got to go in it with a lot 
of different calls thrown at them and I thought they handled it well. I know their jitters will be out of their stomach going into next 
week. But we’ll look at the film and we’ll go from there."

On preparing for Southern Miss
"I thought we were well-prepared. We had to prepare a lot of different things that they were going to throw at us. They weren’t 
as dynamic as we thought they would be with all of the stuff we watched. They tried to execute a few plays and they just tried to 
execute their side of the ball. We made adjustments. They did a few wrinkles in their blocking schemes with things. I thought we 
made the right corrections and adjustments at halftime and on the sideline. It wasn’t overwhelming out there, I guess I’d say."

On how offense's performance effected defense
"It’s great. We knew they would do that. Yeah, the stats are overwhelming what they did, but we knew they would execute. That’s 
what you practice all off season for since January. We put in all that work. Who’s to say they can’t go out there and do that every 
series and I know that’s what they expect. That’s what we expect of the team. It’s awesome when they’re out there doing that."

On how defense performed today
"We did all right. We could have done way better. I know, individually, I had a few missed tackles that I should have made. I know 
that guys want to get their own mistakes back on missed tackles, shoelace tackles, things like that. So I thought the way we tackle 
could improve. We gave up 13 and they're a good football team. They won a dozen games last year. I guess that's good. We 
always want three-and-outs. We always want to get off the field on third down. We didn't do that as often as we'd like and I think 
we'll improve upon that."


